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Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 164 m2 Type: Apartment
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$2,550,000

Nestled within Main Beach's Ocean Sands tower, Apartment 79 emerges as a paradigm of luxury living, perched on the

sixteenth floor, overlooking the serene expanse of Main Beach. Recently undergoing an extensive refurbishment, this

residence now epitomises the pinnacle of design and craftsmanship. Every detail within its walls speaks of an

uncompromised commitment to quality and elegance, setting a new benchmark for refined living.Upon entry, one is

greeted by a thoughtfully configured floor plan that seamlessly blends functionality with aesthetic appeal. The apartment

unfolds into two generously sized bedrooms and an adaptable multi-purpose room, each space echoing the overarching

theme of understated luxury. Two bathrooms, adorned with the finest fittings, complement the living quarters, ensuring

comfort and privacy for residents and guests alike. Central to this exquisite sanctuary is the combined lounge and dining

area, adjacent to a gourmet kitchen that would delight even the most discerning culinary aficionado. Here, quality

appliances and sophisticated design converge to create an environment both inviting and inspiring.Perhaps the most

captivating feature of Apartment 79 is its spacious north-facing terrace. This outdoor haven offers panoramic views that

stretch from the tranquil Broadwater to the vibrant city skyline, with the ocean's horizon completing this breathtaking

vista. It is a space designed not just for observation but for living; an alfresco retreat that invites you to bask in the beauty

of your surroundings, whether entertaining guests or enjoying a moment of solitude.Main Beach is celebrated for its

perfect harmony of natural beauty and urban sophistication, making it a coveted location for those seeking the best of

both worlds. At the heart of this vibrant suburb stands Ocean Sands, a residence ideally positioned to take full advantage

of Main Beach's offerings. Its central location near the chic Tedder Avenue immerses residents in a cosmopolitan lifestyle,

surrounded by an impressive selection of dining and shopping options. Just a short distance away, the allure of patrolled

beaches and the prestigious Marina Mirage shopping complex beckon, promising leisure and entertainment. Inside, Ocean

Sands elevates the living experience further by offering resort-style amenities, adding a layer of leisure and exclusivity to

an already luxurious lifestyle. This combination of prime location and exceptional living spaces makes Ocean Sands a

premier choice for those drawn to the unique charm of Main Beach.For those in pursuit of an apartment that transcends

the ordinary, offering a lifestyle of unparalleled luxury and convenience, Apartment 79 at Ocean Sands presents an

opportunity not to be missed. This is more than a home; it is a masterpiece of design and living, waiting to welcome its next

discerning resident.


